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Matilda Jane Anderson drives a brand new 1917 Model T with Sweet Tilly painted on the heavy

metal plate covering the radiator. Tilly doesn't care what people say. Well, until she finds herself put

behind bars by a new sheriff determined to confiscate her automobile and her property.Sheriff

Rayford Sloan cleans up boom towns. He drifts in and works at getting rid of moonshiners, putting

brothels out of business, generally making a place where men folks can bring their families. He drifts

out when his job is done. Tilly Anderson gets under his skin from the beginning. He can't prove

she's a moonshiner, but his gut feeling keeps telling him she most certainly is. He promises he'll

shadow her every move and he'll own that moonshiner's car before he leaves town. That's if he ever

leaves.
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Another fun loving book. I love the characters, they have such heart and are so full of life. I gave this

book a four star rating because it lacked the epilogue I love but I would recommend this book to all

romantic's and those who like a good read.

Entertaining story of a female moonshiner and the sheriff who sets out to trap her. Of course we



know from the beginning that they will fall in love, but some of the cat and mouse games that Tilly

plays with him are truly funny. The characters are interesting and well developed and Carolyn

Brown always tells a good story. And we learn a lot about making moonshine. The process is much

more involved than I had thought. I like that Tilly is sassy and independent. And Ford....hmm ....a

little uptight but definitely hero material. I am now ready to read the next book because I want to

learn more about Tucker.

Enjoyed reading about Tilly and her family and her legacy for moonshine. Then Ford come to town

to close down the moonshiners. He is determined to catch her and she keeps evading him, but the

attraction is there too.

2 1/2 starsI really wanted to like this novel. I liked the idea of Tilly being an outspoken spinster. She

is aware that she's unconventional and full of piss and vinegar and she doesn't care.She's very

modern for her day and that's the problem I have with the story. She's a little too out there. If she

actually said half the things she says in the novel, she would probably not be one of the most

respected citizens. She actually declares she'd like to have children but not a husband! I couldn't tell

the story was set in 1917. It sounded a bit too modern and the characters weren't firmly rooted in

any time or place. The romance took way too long to get to the point. They fall in love quickly but

take forever to realize they are in love. The misunderstanding/crucial moment part comes too late

and the rest is rushed. The book needed a better editor. There were a lot of typos and some

repetition that bothered me. I believe this is considered a Christian novel. It's not preachy at all. The

characters are God-loving church-going folks and one of the characters is a preacher. There's no

praying except for sermons in church. There is some bad language "Hell's Belles" and other

unsuitable language for a lady. There is some sexual attraction between the hero and heroine.

Readers who like sizzling but clean romances will like this one. There are a couple of strong kisses

and a love scene at the end. The love scene isn't graphic and fades to black after kissing and

wrapping up the plot. I felt the book was OK but not great. It took me awhile to feel motivated to

finish it.

In 1920s Healdron, Okla., Tilly Anderson is a different kind of woman. She doesn't really want a

husband, but she would love to have a baby of her own soon. Tilly is also a third-generation

moonshiner with a steady income, thanks to Prohibition.Rayford Sloan is the new sheriff, come to

Healdron to shut down the stills. Like Tilly, he is serious about his work. They meet when Rayford



jails Tilly after suspecting her of running 'shine. Tilly's cousin intervenes, and she's free the next

morning, but the sheriff vows to follow her everywhere until he gets the proof he needs to shut her

down.Bring on the games to see which one of these two end up winning the game of cat and

mouse!Would I recommend this book? Yes, most definitely!

I liked the challenge between the the main characters. The conflict of the moonshine runner and the

sheriff was very well written. The supporting characters were well-developed. The fact that

characters are related and there is one book left in the series is great. Carolyn Brown is keeper

author.

Sweet Tilly was one of the most enjoyable fiction books I've read. It was a sweet romance with

humorous antics in the south. Tilly was a moonshiner making her own runs in an old car making life

miserable for the town sheriff. A couple of elderly ladies are involved. Amusing, and fast reading.

Wonderful story. Tilly is what all women's in that time wished they could have been. Carolyn really

had her pegged. This is an amazing author everyone should read all her stories.
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